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Purpose of this evening
✓ Practical strategies to support your son/daughter with their GCSE and 

vocational courses

✓ Revision, reviewing and recalling strategies to help consolidate knowledge 

✓ GCSE Mathematics-course content and practical strategies for success

✓ GCSE English Language and literature - course content and practical 

strategies for success 

✓ GCSE Science- course content and practical strategies for success

✓ Key dates



Good attenders are usually 
good achievers 



GCSEs Grades 
• GCSE grades have now all 1-9. 

• A ‘strong pass’ is a grade 5.  A 
‘standard pass’ is a grade 4

• Many GCSE courses have less 
coursework/controlled assessment 
and more examinations.

• Many GCSE courses now place more 
emphasis on extended writing, SPaG
and longer answers. 

• Significantly more content to 
remember but with a focus on 
application and reasoning – revision 
more important than ever to recover 
from lockdown



Countdown to Exams
(School days)

GCSEs start
14th May –
145 days

2nd mock 
exam start

25th

January –
85 days

1st mock 
exam start

8th October 
– 19days



Importance of Mock Exams
• Mock exams have never been more important

• Lockdown
• Gaps in knowledge
• Centre assessed grades 2020 

• Mock exams give teachers an accurate 
analysis of strengths and weaknesses in every 
subject
• Gaps in knowledge can be identified
• Revision topics can be prioritised
• Intervention can be planned to close knowledge 

gaps 
• What does future hold for GCSEs in 2021?



Importance of revision
• Research indicates that no one revision method is preferred 
• However
• All research agree that students who revise prior learning and 

start revising early will perform well in exams
• Recalling prior learning has never been so important

• Lockdown learning
• Limited classroom time during lockdown
• New learning will be taught alongside reviewing and revising prior 

learning
• Revision should start now for year 11 students
• A minimum of 2 hours per night is suggested
• All homework set is requiring students to recall and review 

previous learning
• Individual subjects will plan extra sessions to help



Revision / Recall at School
• Teachers have re-sequenced their subject teaching 

to maximise the opportunities to revisit and review 
previous learning while teaching new content

• Students will be continually assessed both formally 
(mock exams) and informally in the classroom to 
assess their knowledge and plan to close any gaps in 
knowledge 

• All homework will revisit prior learning and help 
students to address gaps in knowledge
• General gaps in knowledge will be addressed with the whole 

class
• Students will be supported to address any individual gaps in 

knowledge 

• Revision skills and timetables will be devised during 
tutorial



How can parents/carers make a 
difference? 

• You do not have to be an expert in the 
various subjects

• You are the expert of your child
• Provide a study space in the home without 

distractions
• Encourage a balance between study and 

free time
• Keep them active and healthy
• Encourage good sleeping habits





Memory



Practical NOT passive revision



Use pages in the school 
planner-lots of advice of 

different methods to revise

Building good learning habits



• One for each 
subject 

• What they know 
and what they 
need to know

• Excellent tool to 
know what to 
revise

• Copy in books, 
with teachers 
and pupils

Personal Currency Plans



Pixl Apps
• Linked directly to 

Personal Currency 
Plans 

• Free to download 
• Track progress, cover 

areas of improvement, 
focus on target 
grades, complete 
challenges set by 
teachers

• Apps for 
• Maths (& Times tables)
• English Literature
• History 
• Geography
• Vocabulary



Key Dates for Year 11
• 9th – 23rd October – Practise Assessments 1

• 18th November – Practise Assessment Results

• 19th November – Sixth Form Open Evening

• 26th November – Subject Parents Evening

• 7th December – Sixth Form Applications due in

• 25th January - 5th February – Practise Assessments 2

• 8th March – Practise Assessment Results

• 25th March – Year 11 Additional Evening

• 14th May – GCSE written exams start



How to revise
English



The English Language Papers (x2)
1 hours 45 minutes each (AQA) 

Paper 1 Paper 2

Section A  - READING

Q1 – List 4 things (4 marks)

Q2 – Analysis of the effects of 
language (8 marks)

Q3 – Analysis of structure (8 
marks)

Q4 – Evaluation of ideas (20 
marks)

Section B – WRITING

Description or narration

Choice of 2 questions

One always linked to an image 
(recommended)

40 marks
24 content and 
organisation
16 SPaG

Section A  - READING

Q1 – True or false (4 marks)

Q2 – Summary of differences (8 
marks)

Q3 – Analysis of the effects of 
language (12 marks)

Q4 – Comparison of language 
devices (16 marks)

Section B – WRITING

Transactional writing
Writing to argue/ 
persuade/ advise/ inform/ 
explain etc...
Letter/ article/ blog/ 
webpage/ leaflet/ report 
etc...

40 marks
24 content and 
organisation
16 SPaG



The English Literature Papers (x2) (AQA)

Paper 1
(1hr 45 mins)

Paper 2
(2 hrs 15 mins)

Section A  - Macbeth

Closed book exam

One essay question

Write a response linked to 
an extract and then link to 
the wider play

34 marks
30 for content

4 for SPaG

Section B – A CHRISTMAS 
CAROL

Closed book exam

One essay question

Write a response linked to 
an extract and then link to 
the wider play

30 marks

Section A  - AN 
INSPECTOR CALLS

Closed book exam

Choice of 2 essay 
questions

34 marks
30 for content

4 for SPaG

Section B – POWER 
AND CONFLICT 

POETRY FROM THE 
ANTHOLOGY

Closed book exam

Comparison of 2 poems 
from the anthology we 
have studied
-One will be named

30 marks

Section C – ANALYSIS 
AND COMPARISON 

OF UNSEEN POETRY

One question 
analysing an unseen 
poem 

16 marks

One question 
comparing 2 unseen 
poems 

8 marks



“Writing without
revising is the literary 
equivalent of waltzing 
gaily out of the house 
in your underwear”

-Patricia Fuller



How many squares are there?



How many squares are there?



Facts Emotions Positive Negatives Creative 
ideas



Read the texts again, and again, 
and again! 

Macbeth

A Christmas Carol

An Inspector Calls

AQA Poetry Anthology



‘There was one small window in it but I didn’t like 
to look out of it because then I would see the wall 
and I hated the wall because our real home was 
on the other side of it. And this part of town was 
the bad part because it was always noisy and it 

was impossible to sleep…

Symbol of 
separation from 

other people

Strong word for Shmuel 
– emphasizes strength 

of feeling 

Each detail reveals 
unpleasantness of the ghetto



‘There was one small window in it but I didn’t like 
to look out of it because then I would see the wall 
and I hated the wall because our real home was 
on the other side of it. And this part of town was 
the bad part because it was always noisy and it 

was impossible to sleep…



• Tasks will be uploaded weekly onto SMHW for all 
Y11 students 

• Each half term’s homework tasks will focus on a 
specific exam section  

• Year 11 afterschool revision classes focused on 
consolidating knowledge and skills.

• Full Language Paper 1 mock at the end of the 
academic year

• Homework tasks will recall knowledge from 
previous texts

• Walking talking mock – Date tbc
• Revision guides available (CGP recommended) 
• Revision must start now.



How to revise
Maths



Crucial Knowledge 
Tracker

• In the front of exercise books.

• Enables pupils/parents to see the topics 
being taught and acts as a useful revision 
list.



mymaths.co.uk
• Login details available from subject 

teachers
• You can search for particular topics, work 

through lessons & complete practice 
questions

• Alternatively you can select revision and 
assessment.
• This will bring up revision lessons, worksheets 

and online homework associated with each 
topic for the chosen grades.



mymaths.co.uk



mathswatch.co.uk
• Login details available from subject 

teachers
• Search for topics to revise.
• Each topic has a video, interactive 

questions and a worksheet.



mathswatch.co.uk



mathsgenie.co.uk
• Click GCSE Revision
• Select a topic
• Watch the video
• Then try the exam questions for that 

topic. 
• Solutions are provided to check your 

answers.



mathsgenie.co.uk



Other Maths Revision 
Resources

• Class exercise books
• End of topics
• Recall grids

• Past Papers
• Revision guide & work book

• Available to buy through ParentMail

• Design posters/revision cards
• After school revision classes 



How can students be 
supported at home?

Become the Coach not the Tutor
• “Explain what you have tried so far.”
• “What else have you tried?”
• “What are the key instructions in the question?”
• “Have you looked back through your class book?”
• “Can you think of another way to do it?”
• “Can you draw a diagram/table that will help?”



What outcomes should I 
expect to see? 

• Regular Maths revision - minimum of 3 hours each 
week.

• Ask to see the notes/questions your child has done.
• MyMaths & MathsWatch – ask to see the written 

working out.
• Maths genie – does your child’s working look like the 

solutions for the exam questions?
• Past Papers – encourage your child to go back and 

think about questions they have left out & keep a list 
of papers completed. Provide them with timed 
conditions when completing papers.

Mathematics revision cannot be done by just reading revision guides!!



In order to be successful 
in Maths, skills need to 
be practised regularly 

throughout Y11. 



How to revise
Science



Science Assessment
Combined Science: 
Trilogy

Separate Sciences: 
Biology, Chemistry & Physics

Six papers, 1¼ hours, 70 marks Six papers, 1¾ hours, 100 marks

Two papers for each subject Two papers for each subject

Assessment split by content Assessment split by content 



Assessment Objectives
• AO1 – What do you know?
Recall and show understanding of key topics 
(40%)
• AO2 – Can you apply what you have learnt?
Use what you have learnt to answer questions on 
unfamiliar situations (40%)
• AO3 – Can you evaluate your ideas?: 
Draw conclusions, basing your decisions on 
evidence and enquiry (20%)



Working Scientifically

1. Scientific thinking 
2. Experimental skills and strategies
3. Analysis and evaluation
4. Accurate use of vocabulary, units, 

symbols and nomenclature



Required Practicals

• Practical skills are assessed in the GCSE 
exam paper – at least 15%.

• 28 experiments for Separate Science and 
21 for Combined Science.
• 10 x Biology (7)
• 8 x Chemistry (6)
• 10 x Physics (8)



Mathematical Skills

Maths skills are particularly important in 
the new GCSE:
• Biology        10% 
• Chemistry   20%
• Physics        30%



Physics Equations

• 12 equations students must be able to 
select and apply (7 in Combined Science).

• 23 equations students need to know and 
be able to apply (21 in Combined Science).



Physics Equations

• Grades 1-3: Equation provided. 

• Grades 4-5: Recall and use of equation.

• Grades 6-7: Recall and transformation of 
equation.

• Grades 8-9: Complex equations 
(transformations and multiple steps).



GCSE Science Exam Dates

May

19
Biology

May

24
Chemistry

May

27
PhysicsPaper 1

June

14
Biology

June

17
Chemistry

June

22
PhysicsPaper 2

*Provisional



Examiner Feedback

• Recall of equations
• Units of measurement!
• Year 10 content
• Exam command words
• Reading the question!



Revision Checklists
• Use specification checklists and revision 

trackers to make sure all of the 
specification has been covered – even 
those difficult topics



Science Revision Strategies

Use your learning style and make revision 
active:
• Visual
• Auditory
• Kinaesthetic



Visual Revision Strategies
Draw diagrams and pictures, colour code your work, use 
different colour paper/pens, create images or scenes in your 
mind. Mind maps to organise ideas and concept maps to make 
links.



Auditory Revision Strategies

• Say the words aloud
• give presentations to an audience / parent / friend / 

reflection
• record notes on to a mobile device, use mnemonics
• listen to podcasts
• Use GCSE Bitesize



Kinaesthetic Revision Strategies
• learn by doing
• Get hands on
• Get creative -make flash cards, games, 

revision boxes, key rings.



Revision Guides



myGCSEScience
my-gcsescience.com



myGCSEScience
my-gcsescience.com



myGCSEScience
my-gcsescience.com



BBC Bitesize
bbc.co.uk/bitesize



Youtube
Science and Maths by Primrose Kitten

• The whole AQA Paper 1 in only 40 
minutes.

• ‘Predicted’ papers
• Question walkthroughs
• MUST LEARN videos



Youtube
Other channels

• Freesciencelessons (see freesciencelessons.co.uk too!)

• Science with Hazel
• Science Shorts - Key Topic Videos
• Malmesbury Science - Practicals



Online Quizes

• Grade Gorilla (gradegorilla.com)
• Love Biology (lovebiology.co.uk)
• Kahoot! (kahoot.com)


